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Abstract
This paper is outlined the conceptual design and general aspects of flight performance
of an advanced Surface-Launched Rocket. Brief descriptions of the technologies in the rocket
design, parameters driving the rocket design and performance, the rocket performance prediction
and examples of maximizing flight performance are presented. The stnlcture of the vvTitten
conceptual sizing computer code for the rocket design and optimizing the baseline configuration
geometry, weight, and balance is described using a flowchart. Some examples in the rocket
technology state-of-art advancement including maneuverability, supersonic air breathing and
enhance tactical rocket performance are given. The main parameters that drive night
performance are introduced. The conceptual design modeling vs the prelin1inary design
modeling is briefly discussed for a rocket configuration and it follows by the configuration sizing
criteria for maximizing flight performance. In this design theory, the range calculation using
Breguet method is discussed in depth. Among the major outcomes of the rocket design theory
and the flight performance analysis used for a reference rocket with certain specifications are
wing skin friction drag is more important than shock wave drag for a thin wing of the rocket;
high specific impulse provides higher thrust and reduces fuel consumption; flight trajectory
shaping modifies extended range; and flight envelope should have large max range, small min
range, and large off bore sight.
1) Introduction
The primary purpose of the paper is to distill the technical knowledge into an integrated
approach for a step-by-step rocket design. Initially, the objective of the project was 'Hands-on-
Learning' of the design and flight mechanics of a specific rocket based on Design-Build-Fly
concept.
This design method generally uses simple closed-form analytical expressions that are
physics-based, to provide insight into the primary drivers. Closed-form analytical expressions
are used in lieu of computers .. a throwback to the way rocket design was conducted over thirty
years ago. The paper also provides example calculations of rocket-powered and ran1jet-
powered baseline rockets, typical values of rocket parameters, examples of the characteristics of
current operational rockets, discussion of the enabling subsystems and technologies of tactical
rockets, and the currentJprojected state-of-the-art of tactical rockets.
The cruise range is driven by LID, Isp, velocity and propellant or fuel weight haction,
drag, static margin, thrust, and zero-lift drag coefficient. The theory starts with the initial
requirements and specifications of the rocket and the step-by-step design procedure Inainly
covers the design body and tails for maximum flight range, and for accurate and stable flight;
calcwation of aerodynamic drag coefficient; calculation of thrust and thrust duration;
measurement of weight (± 1% accuracy); prediction of flight range and altitude for proscribed;
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• Stabilizer geometry/size
• Flight control geometry/size
• Length
Table 1: Slurry fuel & efficient packaging provide extended range ramjet
Propulsion 1 Configuration Fuel Type 1 Volumetric Fuel Volume (In3) liSP (sec) I Cruise
Performance (BTU 1 In3) 1 Fuel Weight (Ib) Range at Mach 3.5,
Density (Ib I In3) 60K ft (nm)
(I)
Solid Hydrocarbon 1 1132 J 0.075 7922/594 677 J 294
Boron 1 2040 10.082 7922/649 7691366
Boron 1 2040 10.082 7056/579 1170/496
40% JP·10. 60% boron carbide 1 11900/595 1835/770
1191/0.050
R =( L/ D) [.,p V In [WI. / ( WL - WI' )1
Dueled Rocket ( High Performance)
Slurry Fuel Ramjet
Solid Fuel Ramjet
Liquid Fuel Ramjel RJ-5/581 10.040 11900/476 1120/390
Ducted Rocket ( Low Smoke)
03) Historical Design Trend
yable ~ shows a comparison or the baseline liquid fuel ramjet with th~ prorulsion/I'ucl
alternatives ot low smoke ducted rocket. high performance ducted rocket solid fuel ramjet.
and slurry fuel ramjet propulsion. The comparison is conducted for a volume limited rocket
Not~ that the solid hydrocarbon ducted rocket has 75 percent of the range ll!' the liquid fue!
ramJet. due to lower specific impulse and available fuel volume. AltholH.!ll fl solid
hydrocarbon ducted rocket has less range than a liquid fuel ramjet. other attrihu~es such as
simpler logistics and higher acceleration capability may make it attractive J'()r SPJl1e missions.
The high perj'()I'Innnce horon dueled rocket has 94 percent of the range llr the liquid f\.l~1
ramJet.
/\ tradeoff could be made of th..: simpler logistics and higher accc::kratlllil of the dueted
rocket versus the lower observable or the liquid fuel ramjet plume. The solid boron fuel
ramjet has 27 percent longer range than the liquid fuel ramjet (496 nautical miles versus 390
nautic.al I.niles). Although boron fuel has much higher volumetric performance and density
than l1qUJd hydrocarbon fuel. some of the potential performance benefit is lost in the reduced
fuel .volu~e due to design integration. As shown in the figure, a grain cavity must be
pr.ovlded for the burn area, reducing the volumetric efficiency of the solid fuel ramjet.
Disadvantages of the solid fuel ramjet are increased plume observable and the lack of a
throttle capability compared to the liquid hydrocarbor.. fuel baseline.
Finally, the slurry fuel ramjet (40% JP-IO, 60% boron carbide) has almost twice the
ra,nge of the liquid fU~1 ramjet. The adverse characteristic of the high observable of the plume
ot the slurry fuel ramjet must be traded off with the outstanding range performance. Another
important design consideration is the need for a higher performance fuel pump. due to the
highly viscous slurry fuel.
. In addition to the benefit of high density and high specific impulse fuel, this example
illustrates the benefit of packaging efficiency to provide fuel volume. It is important to
develop good drawings and packaging in the design process to have confidence in the
resulting performance.
The cruise range is driven by LID, Isp, velocity and propellant or fuel weight fraction. As
a good estimation for a conceptual design, it is calculated from the Breguet Range Equation
Based on an examination of the Breguet range equation, new technology development
?as payoff in the areas of higher cruise velocity, aerodynamic efficiency (lift/drag), specific
Impulse, lightweight structure, lightweight/low volume subsystems, and higher density
fuel/propellant.
Table 2 compares four propulsion alternatives for a long-range precision strike rocket.
The"propulsion alternatives are subsonic cruise turbojet, supersonic cruise liquid hydrocarbon
fuel ramjet, hypersonic cruise liquid hydrocarbon fuel scramjet and supersonic cruise solid
2) Definitions . ,. ' ..,
The followings are the major parameters that Irutlally dnve rocket deSign al:d ItS. fhg~t
performance. These are the aerodynamic configuration sizing parameters emphaSIzed m thIS
paper.
• Flight conditions (a, M, h)
• Nose fineness
• Diameter
• Propellant/fuel type and weight • Thrust profile
• Wing geometry/size ....
Flight condition parameters that are most Important 111 the deSIgn of tactical rocke:s
are angle of attack (a.), Mach number (M), and altitude (h). For the ae~o~ynamlc
configuration, the rocket diameter and length have a first order effect on c~aracte~lstlcssuch
as rocket drag, subsystem packaging available volume, launch p~atforr:r mt.egratlOn, seeker
and warhead effectiveness, and body bending. Another configuratIOn dnver IS nose fineness,
an important contributor to rocket drag for supersonic rockets. Also, nose fineness affec~s
seeker performance, available propellant le~gth, ~nd ro~ket observable. Another exampl~ IS
rocket propellant/fuel type and weight, whIch dnve fl~ght performance range and velo~I~Y.
The aerodynamic configuration wing geometry and SIze are often .set by maneuvera?Ihty
requirements and aerodynamic efficiency. Stabilizer geometry and SIze are o~en e.stabhs.hed
by static margin requirements. In the flight control area, the geometry and SIze of the fll~ht
control surfaces determine the maximum achievable angle of attack and the resultmg
maneuverability. Finally, the thrust profile determines the rocket velocity time history.
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proscribed target location, launch location, lau~~I~ prcs~u.re, and laUl~ch angle;. discus~ion reas~~ls
for perfonnance of alternative concepts: InitIal SIZlI1g and I1tght perfo:mancc ~nalysls.
aerodynamics parameters estimation: propulsion parameters e~tllnatlon: night pertol1n~nce
parameters' estimation: and integrating tlight performance envelope. Some examples ot the
cum;nt operational tactical rockdS are: '
• Loading rockets on rail and ejection launchers and rocket carnage on launch plattorms
• Pilot ac;ions prior to launching rockets
Store separation trajectories (safe as well as unsafe) ., .
• Fli!Zht trajectories. intercepts and detonations ofwarheacls tor ,ur and surface targets
Plt;me observable of high smoke. reduced smoke. and minimum smoke motms
• Rocket countenneasures and counter-countermeasures
• Development facilities. development testing, and manufacturing processes.
In recent vears, the increased usage of tactical rocket systems has been seen for military
operations. Mor~ove;. tactical rockets are expected to have an .even la~ger share of milita~y
operations in the future. A key contributor to the increased eff~ctlvene~s IS the .advancement III
technology. Examples of advancement in rocket system effectIveness mclud.e. lmprove~ r~ge,
firepo'ver, maneuverability, accuracy, lethality, and adv~rse :-eat.her capablhty. A. histOrIcal
example of the value of guided weapons is Thanh Hoa Bn?ge m VIetnam. ~or over SIX years, a
total of 871 aircraft sorties dropped ungui<.i~dbombs but faIled to close the br~dge: Ho~ever, the
first operational application of laser-guided bombs on 13 Ma~ 1972 r~sulted In dIrect hits ~n the
supporting piers, dropping the center span and closi~g the b:-ldge, It 1.S noted that elev~n aircraft
were lost using unguided munitions in the 871 prevIOUS sortIes. No aircraft were lost In the four
sorties using precision-guided munitions. . ' .
The complexity of the design equations and the number of parameters ~nvolved make It. dl!ficu.lt
to appreciate how a change to the specificatio~ of a rocket alters the .final deSIgn. The analYSIS m thiS
paper gives readers an insight into the interaction between the many l.m~ortant parameters 111 t~e rocket
d ·ern. Due to limited length for the paper, the authors have to ehmmate nearly all equatlOns and
eSlo h 'till th II d bthe step-by-step mathematical procedure to be able to keep t e paper WI n e a owe num er
of pages.
Parameter
prorellil!1t rllckel. !\ll tC)Llr pt'()jlulsiol1 types are held to" rockctiaullch \Veight ur 2.fH)O pounds,
a n.:prcsCIllative \Veight limit Illr ciliTiage on a small lighter aircruli such ,I~ the 1"-1 gc.
Tahlc 2: Typical Vil!UC I()r Prl'cisiull Strike RocKet
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4) Design Sensitivity
A tlight performance senSitiVIty study was conducted of the rllCkcl baselil1l:
configuration to detemline the most significant parameters and the required accuracy for
prediction methods. General infonnation about design sensitivity studies and tbe available linear
incremental methods for aerospace vehicle design are given by Saeedipouf & Skvc:n~()n (1998)
and Stevenson & Saeedipour (1996 & 64). Based on the incremental sensitivity method. it can
be concluded that the night range is most sensitive to specific impulse, propellant \'vcight. zerO-
lift: drag coefficient. drag.-due-to-lift and static margin (see Figures I & 2)
,----------------------_._-_. _.._--_._.-._-- --
1.5
Average Velocity (V,WG) 1,000 ft / sec 3,500 ft / sec 6,000 11 / sec 3.000 ft / sec
As it can be seen from the table. ramjet and scramjet rockets booster propellant for Mach
2.5 to 4 take-over speeds not included in Wp for cruise. Rockets require thrust magnitude
control (e.g., pintle, pulse. or gel motor) for effective cruise. For maximum range, a rocket
usually follows a semi-ballistic flight profile inste~d of cruise t1ight. It can be also noticed from
the table that the subsonic cruise turbojet propulsion is the preferred approach for long-range
strike against targets that are not time-critical. Subsonic cnlise turbojet propulsion has 120
percent greater range than the next best alternative, a supersonic cmise liquid fuel ramjet (1800
nm vs 830 run).
An examination of the Breguet range equation explains the difference in performance.
The subsonic cruise turbojet rocket is superior to the supersonic cmise ramjet rocket in the
maximum lift-to-drag ratio (LID = 10 vs 5), specific impulse (Isp = 3000 seconds vs 1300
seconds), and available fuel for a rocket latmch \:veight limited to 2.000 pounds (600 pounds of
fuel versus 400 pOtmds of fuel).
The r.amjet rocket has less available weight for fuel because it requires a rocket to boost
the rocket up to about Mach 2.5 for transition to ramjet propulsion. However, a ramjet rocket
has an advantage of a shorter response time against time critical targets. It may also have an
advantage in survivability due to the higher Hight altitude and higher speed. If time critical
targets are of utmost importance, scramjet propulsion may be preferred. As shoVvTI in the figure
the scramjet rocket example is 70 percent faster than the ramjet (6000 ftlsec 'is 3500 ftlsec).
However, the maximum range of a scramjet rocket that is limited to 2000 pounds launch
weight is only 37 percent that of a liquid fuel ramjet (310 run vs 830 run). Again, it is instructive
to examine the Breguet range equation. The liquid fuel ramjet rocket is superior to the scramjet
in the aerodynamic efficiency (LID = 5 vs 3), specific impulse (lw = 1300 seconds vs 1,000
seconds), and available fuel for a rocket limited to 2000 pounds launch weight (400 pounds of
fuel vs 200 pounds offuel).
The scramjet rocket has less available weight for fuel because it requires a larger rocket
booster for a higher takeover Mach number (Mach 4 vs 2.5), requires a longer combustor for
efficient combustion, and requires more insulation. Finally, the supersonic cruise rocket has a
maximum flight range of 250 run. The most efficient cruise condition for the long-range rocket
was found to be Mach 3 cruise at high altitude. The solid propellant rocket example uses thrust
magnitude control from a pintle motor, for more efficient acceleration and cruise. Although it is
not shown, a semi-ballistic Hight trajectory (e.g. launch, pitch-up, ballistic climb and glide)
would have provided a more efficient flight trajectory for the rocket.
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Figure 2: Ramjet-baseline range driven by Isp, fuel weight, tnrust, & zero-lift drag coefficient
Figure 1: Rocket-baseline range driven by Isp, propellant weight, drag, and static margin
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The prediction methods for specific impulse, zero-lift drag coefficient, and drag-due-to-
lift usually have sufficient accuracy (e.g., +/- 5%, lcr) for conceptual design. However, there is
often large uncertainty in predicting the subsystem packaging volume available for the
propellant weight and predicting the static margin. Inboard profile drawings and wind tunnel
tests are required to reduce the design uncertainty.
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thrust vector control. reactIOn jet/jet interaction control) is required. Exam pk:s o! highly
maneuverable rockets with unconventional flight control are Archer AA- J l. Mica. and /\IM-9X.
Ramjet propulsion has been investigated as early as the 1940s and has been used on
several production rocket systems in the United States, Unil(;d Kingdom, France. and Russia.
The figure shows a histol)' of the state-of-the-art advancement tt)[ surersonicihypersonic air
hreathing rockets over the last tifty years. A numher of liquid fuel ramjet demonstrations have
heen conducted.
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A sensitivity study was conducted to detin~ the ramjet baselinc most signilic<lnt
parameters for tlight range and the required accuracy for preuiction methods. Notc li'om the
tigure that !light range is most sensitive to the ramjet sp~cific impulse. fuel weight. i'.cro-lirt urag
cocl1icient. and the ramjet thrust. The flight range is r~latively insensitive to inert \V~'ight and lift
curve slope. especially I'm low altitude tlight (high dynamic pressure).
The prediction methods ror ramjet specific impulse. 7.ero-lift drag coenicienl. and ramjL:l
thrust usually have sullicient accuracy (e.g.. +/- 5%. 1 0') tor conceptual design. I-Io\vevcr, ther'
is often lar!!e uncertainty in predicting the subsystem packaging volume available to package the
fuel. rroviding uncertainty in the fuel weight. Inboard profile drawings are required to reduce
the uncertainty.
5) Examples
The frequency of a follow-on program to a tactical rocket is about every twenty-four
years for US rockets. Once a rocket is in production, it usually has a long lifetime, including
block upgrades. Block upgrades are often necessary to incorporate the rapidly emerging new
technologies in electronics and sensors. Block upgrades are also often necessary for launch
platfonn integration. Eventually a capability is needed that is not easily achievable through a
block upgrade, requiring a follow-on rocket development. Examples are shown in the figure of
the driving requirements in the follow-on rocket programs. These are the improved
maneuverability of AlM-9X, improved speed and range of AlM-120 and AGM-88, improved
accuracy ofPAC-3, higher gUIll1er survivability (lower observable, launch-and-leave) and lighter
weight of Javelin, reduced radar cross section of AGM-129, and the longer range and reduced
observable of JASSM. It is interesting to note that in almost no case does a rocket follow-on
program go to the incumbent contractor of the current rocket.
There may be opportunities for a new start for a US hypersonic air-breathing rocket in
the year 2005 time frame. A hypersonic air-breathing rocket provides longer range and faster
time-to-target. Opportunities include follow-on programs for the AIM-120 AMRAAM, AGM-
88 HARM, BGM-I09 Tomahawk and the AGM-86 rockets.
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Figure 3: Example of rocket technology state-of-art advancement: rocket maneuverability
Figure 3 shows of the rocket state-of-the-art advancement in the areas of rocket
maneuverability and supersonic air breathing rocket cruise Mach number. An assessment of the
state-of-the-art advancement in rocket maneuverability is shown in the figure. The figure is
based on the maximum angle of attack of air-to-air rockets at the date of their initial operational
capability (IOC). Note that there is a trend of increased angle of attack capability, especially for
short-range air-to-air rockets. Aerodynamic control rockets are limited by technology to about
35 degrees angle of attack. For very high angles of attack, unconventional flight control (i.e.,
Figure 4: Historical trend of rocket technology advancement in supersonic air breathing rockets
As shovm in Figure 4, the cruise Mach number demonstrations have provided higher
confidence in the capability for efficient hypersonic cruise. Ramjets have demonstrated
supersonic and hypersonic cruise up to Mach 4.5. A future flight demonstration of a scramjet
engine may demonstrate Mach 6.5 cruise in the year 2004 time frame. Because France and
Russia have maintained a steady commitment to ramjet propulsion technology and have ramjet
rocket systems that are currently deployed, France and Russia are arguably the world leaders in
ramjet rockets.
6) New Technologies for Tactical Rockets
The assessment and characteristics of new technologies applied to tactical rockets are
(see Figure 5):
Dome: Faceted/window and multi-lens domes have reduced dome error slope, resulting in
improved guidance accuracy, low observable, and low drag at supersonic speed. Multi-spectral
domes will be developed.
Seeker: Multi-spectral/multi-mode imaging seekers enhance perfonnance for ATR in
countenneasures and clutter. SAR seekers have good effectiveness in adverse weather and
ground clutter. Strap-down and tmcooled IR seekers reduce parts count/cost. High gimbal
seekers enhance off bore sight capability.
G&C: GPSIlNS will pennit a low cost seeker-less rocket to be used against fixed targets.
U~ing in-flight digital trajectory flight prediction and derived flight conditions from the
GPSIlNS, rockets will continuously optimize the flight trajectory to maximize perfonnance



